I4	GLADSTONE'S PRIME
Recruiting greatly improved, and service in the army became
popular, so far as it could while Gladstonian economy maintained
the pitifully low rates of pay.
Following this (in 1872-4) the infantry was rearmed with the
Martini-Henry rifle. This was the first satisfactory breech-load-
ing rifle in the British army, though after the war of 1866 our old
muzzle-loading Enfields had been converted into rather in-
efficient breech-loaders on the Snider system. It is worth recall-
ing that the prince consort, not long before his death, had vainly
urged breech-loaders upon Palmerston as far back as October
1861.
Thirdly, there was the problem of regimental reorganization.
The old regiments of the line, which were known by numbers and
for the most part lacked any territorial basis,1 had long histories
and strong esprit de corps. But few of their battalions could muster
more than 500 men. They were hard to recruit and still harder
to expand; and they could not develop any organic links with
the auxiliary forces—militia and volunteers—which were terri-
torial.
Card well, therefore, proceeded to territorialize all infantry of
the line. He divided Great Britain and Ireland iato sixty-nine
infantry regimental districts, each containing die depot of the
regiment to be associated with its territory. Each of these county
regiments was to comprise at least two regular battalions, with
one, two, or three battalions of militia, and generally all the
volunteer infantry belonging to the district. With fusions here
and dovetailings there, the existing line regiments were fitted into
the scheme, and carried their histories, their battle-honours, and
their fighting traditions to the depots of the new organization.
At first, to smooth over the transition, long and cumbrous titles
were bestowed on the resulting units. But it was always intended
that they should eventually come to be known by their plain
county names, and within less than a generation these were well
established. In the twentieth century it probably occurs to few
people that the Durhams, say, or the Dorsets owe their existence
as such to Cardwell, or that the proud battle-honours of Vittoria
or Plassey, which appear on their colours, were earned by units
who had nothing to do with cither county.
The object of attaching at least two battalions to each depot
1 i.e. any basis in a particular recruiting territory—not in Territorials', which
were a twentieth-century introduction.

